Using a modified Lanczos algorithm, we study the correlation functions in the ground state of the one-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model. %'e obtain numerical results for rings up to 24 sites. There are no indications of the anomalous behavior of these correlation functions recently observed in chains with 16 sites. %'e also present a pedagogical description of the hashing technique which is an efficient algorithm for searching and storage purposes.
H= tg(C C )+C ' -iC) H(p)= -2t $ (S;"S +i+SfSr~, -pS'S +i), (2) where p=G/2t and S are spin -, ' operators. The properties of this Hamiltonian can be deduced from the antiferromagnetic model studied in Refs. 10 and 11 using the relation expectation values). At G/2t= 1 the model presents an essential singularity.
If G/2t &1 there is long-range order, the mass gap is different from zero and (n; ) =0 for even sites while (n; ) =1 for odd sites (or vice versa) .
When the number of sites is finite there is no phase transition (for example the mass gap is always nonzero) but we can obtain information about the bulk critical behavior from the analysis of systems of increasing size. Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation the model Eq.
(1) can be transformed into the anisotropic Heisenberg model, up to boundary terms, N + G $ (n; --, ' )(n;+ i --, ),
where C; and C; are the creation and annihilation operators for a fermion on the ith lattice site. 
In this paper we study the behavior of the correlation function in the isotropic case ( G/2t =1) defined as 
The method can be iterated by considering go as a new initial trial vector and repeating the steps Eqs. (9) and (10).
In each iteration we obtain an improved estimation of the wave function and the energy of the ground state of H. Table II we also show the structure factor S~(k) at k =m.
In Fig. 1 we show our results for S(k) (G/2t 
